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FileZilla 3.8.5 is an FTP manager having an option to add comment to image files. It allows the user to upload or download images which can
be set to comment. It is totally free of cost. Updated CCD to V4.52.4. Thanks to ady for the update. Added report of a missing image. Thanks
to ady for the update. Updated fddi and fddi-enhanced to V7.2.1. Thanks to Explorer09 for the update. Updated diskchk to V7.0.1. Thanks to
Explorer09 for the update. Updated diskchk_start to V7.0.1. Thanks to Explorer09 for the update. Updated diskchk_stop to V7.0.1. Thanks to

Explorer09 for the update. Fixed some reports of too-sparse.dmrc. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Fixed some reports of
"/boot/genfs.img.tmp" is missing. Added note that ".img.tmp" is only generated by MODE2 partition table, and that some older distros have
MODE3. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Updated PC Inspector to V1.06. Thanks to Explorer09 for the update. Added new option -f
to check free space. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for fuzzy/allocating options. Thanks to Explorer09 for

the suggestion. Added help information for initial thread allocation. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for
initial max threads. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for max memory to fork. Thanks to Explorer09 for the
suggestion. Added help information for max live threads. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for max threads

per event. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for max threads per core. Thanks to Explorer09 for the
suggestion. Added help information for max threads per cpu. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for max

threads per device. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for memory pool allocation to fork. Thanks to
Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for memory pool allocation to live. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added
help information for memory pool allocation to critical. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for memory pool
allocation to idle. Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Added help information for monitoring threads. Thanks to Explorer09 for the

suggestion. Fixed a typo in help message for "reallocing live memory." Thanks to Explorer09 for the correction. Fixed a typo in help
message for "live memory monitoring." Thanks to Explorer09 for the correction. Added help message for "stitching together multiple
eventlog-based events." Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion. Updated OS/2 to V3.26. Thanks to ady for the update. Added help

message for "stitching together multiple eventlog-based events." Updated su.bin to V4.65. Thanks to ady for the update. Added a syntax
error to su.bin. Thanks to ady for the update. Added help message for "disabling IO sampling." Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion.

Added syntax error to su.bin. Thanks to Explorer09 for the correction. Updated syslog. Thanks to Explorer09 for the update. Updated XTLN
(eXtreme UDF) to V2.04. Thanks to ady for the update. Added a help message for "entering safe mode." Thanks to Explorer09 for the

suggestion. Added help message for "detecting ASUS LGA-1366/7900 PRO/SOLVEDA AMI BIOS bug." Thanks to Explorer09 for the
suggestion. Added help message for "disabling DPM feature." Thanks to Explorer09 for the suggestion.
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added support for the
following hard disk
partitions: mbr, dos
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(fat12/16/32), gpt, hfs,
hfs+, ext2/3, ext4, ntfs,
ffs. added support for

installation on lvm
volumes. updated file

selection window to use
the latest version of qt4.5.

added support for
compression level 0
(compressed) to 20
(maximum). added

support for.tar.bz2 (bzip2)
archives.gz (gzip)
archives. removed
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dos.config file from the
windows version. added

option to load source
image as a background

task. removed "new
save.." menu option.

added option to save a
modified file. added

"save", "cancel", "help"
and "exit" menu options.
added option to delete
the resized image file.

added option to create a
system tray icon. added
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option to open the file
properties dialog box.

added option to open the
output file properties
dialog box. updated
smartthumbs2 to the
latest version. batch

resize of files changed to
be non-destructive. added

support for
decompression level 0
(decompressed) to 20

(maximum). added
support for.rar (rar)
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archives. fixed bug when
a video file with no audio
was selected. fixed bug

when a file with no
extension was selected.
updated the 3rd party
modules of partition

resizer v2.40 to v2.40-cp-
b. thanks to jan stocker

for the information.
updated process monitor

to v4.60. updated ckit
v2.99 to v2.99-beta-2.

updated super grub2 disk
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to v1.99. updated
partition & file system to
v1.38.02 to v2.02-rc-4.

you can use this software
to upload or download a
single video. but it does

not let you upload or
download a large number
of videos at a time. if you

want to upload or
download a large number
of videos, you can use a
batch resizing program.

these programs allow you
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to upload or download a
large number of videos at

a time. 5ec8ef588b
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